POST TIME SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22
BY NICHOLAS OAKES

Race 1 1-6-5
Tommy Tag Fell short in his debut but it was his first start since August.
Retains the rail and should be tighter today to get the job done.
Arnoldthepaperboy Gets the outside but falls to the bottom of the class
ladder. If our top pick falters this guy could pick up the pieces.
The Gormanizor Has proven to always be in the mix at this level.

Race 2 6-1-3
Southern Heart Put together an impressive win last time out with Hughes
in the seat. With her remaining against similar company we peg her as the
one to knock off.
Evening Maelstrom The draw has not been kind to this mare but she gets
the rail today to utilize some of that gate speed and find herself in the mix
early.
Scoot Out Of Here Marc always gets the most out of this mare and she has
a spot today where she should be heard from in the outcome.
Race 3 7-3-4
JK Cowboy Takes a sizeable drop in class and grabs ‘The Maritime Magic
Man’ to do the stickhandling. He will be coming from the back of the pack
but his 22 lifetime victories shows he knows how to get the job done.
Jeb Another class dropper in this crew and generally when this veteran
pacer dips down to this level the results are very favourable.
Adventure Luck Was just beaten half-a-length in third place against a
tougher group and has an even better post position draw today. We like his
chances.
Race 4 6-1-2
Disneyman Relinquished the lead at the half last time out then found
himself out of options until the stretch drive where he used the passing lane
to grab the deuce. If Corey can work out any kind of flow in here we like
him on top.
Woodmere Beachline His short career shows when Marc Campbell is
in the bike he hits the wire first, unless he makes a break. We think an
additional outcome will arise today as he finds redemption with a second
place finish.
Whims Drop Off Powered past his foes last week for an open-length
victory. It should be a very different trip this week as Myles will likely have
him on or near the lead from the start.
Race 5 2-5-1
Here Comes Red This field appears to have two entries with a distinct
speed advantage and this is the stakes colt that drew better. Barrieau will
likely try to secure the lead in here and battle off the outside entry for a trip
to the winner’s circle.
Windemere Albert Also drops out of stakes competition and gets added to
the Lasix program for this start. We will see how that works out and we will
use him for second.
Whozat This colt looks better and better all the time but faces his biggest
test to date in here. We can’t see him overcoming the top two more
experienced choices but it looks like this guy has a bright future ahead of
him.
Race 6 4-5-6
Scary Good Was a convincing winner off the front-end on a weekend that
was not kind to the leaders. Barring anything unexpected it should be more
of the same today.
Suicide Shift The entry in the field that has raced the highest in class for
years at the capital oval. He could get it all in here.
Whim Road Gem Makes her first start in a new barn. We will place
her third but keep an eye on what the change in scenery means for her
performance.

(12:30 PM POST TIME)

Race 7 5-3-1
Silverhill Buddy The way this guy can leave makes the front an almost
foregone conclusion. Where he gets it all or not, he always has enough jam
to get his nose in the final frame of the race.
Hemingway Has been exceptionally sharp lately and gets a shake up in the
race bike which has been known to spark a big effort.
Sports Royalty Was a winner his last two starts with Barrieau at the lines
so you know that combination clicks. Add in rail control and he should be
heard from today.
Longshot Play Mantario
Race 8 3-5-1
Warrawee Ulla Defeated three of these foes in her most recent start and
shakes loose of the mares that have gotten the best of her. This could be her
time to shine.
Killean Finale A consistent player in these kind of classes.
Good Luck Kathy Rail control with a driver that is known for pushing the
issue from the beginning. She should fire out at the start and find herself a
nice journey in here.
Race 9 6-4-1
Mile Hill Willie When he stays trotting he is a very difficult horse to deny.
And if you are into playing hunches he seems to win every second start so
today is the day.
Cheeky Little Minx Has been a part of the ticket almost every week since
making the move to Canada.
Daisy River Has shown to do some of her best work off the rail so don’t
dismiss her today.
Race 10 5-3-1
Temagami Seelster Has been one of the hottest horses on the Eastern
Seaboard since August and shows no signs of slowing down. The road to the
winner’s circle goes through her.
Miss Kabana Depending on what Poulton elects to do this mare should be
on or handy the lead and have some say in the outcome.
Julep Hanover For years this mare has snapped off the gate then released
someone to the lead for the garden ride. That recipe has put a lot of money
on her racelines so we expect something similar today.
Race 11 6-3-5
Therealdeal Has been razor sharp since returning to the races but the post
draw will complicate her racing style today. We have seen how good she can
be in her stakes career so the off-the-pace style should be fine. Top call.
Mrs Dragonfire Was out every step of the mile last time courtesy of our
top choice but still hung around for most of the mile. If she looks for the
front today she should have an easier time finding it and hanging around
for a piece of the finish.
Better Be In Love Has 11 top-three finishes from 19 starts. What more is
there to say?
Value Play
La Vie En Rose
Race 12 5-2-3
The Rev Completely toyed with his rivals last time out with an incredible
mile considering the track conditions. Is assigned the outside today and gets
a fresh challenger from post 2 so this likely won’t be as easy an undertaking.
Blood Money Only shows two starts in his career on a half-mile track but
they were in a Grand Circuit stake over Yonkers Raceway. He left in 27 flat
from post 7 that day and paced in 1:53.1. Armed with that info he looks like
a serious threat in here.
Screen Test This pacer is perhaps as good now as he has been all season.
He will be heard from again today.
Race 13 3-6-1
Clever Thing Has become a totally different creature since moving to P.E.I.
from Quebec and joining with trainer Kyle Wilkie. He loves to come from
behind and should not have nearly as far to come today from post 3. He is
one with a target on his back in here.
Rollwithitharry Struck the lead in his last start but it was on a day that the
front end failed to hold up. Gets some additional class relief today to make
his chances even more promising.
Positive Art Has put together 13 top-three finishes from 23 outings this
year and gets the inside draw fresh off a first and second his last two starts at
this level. What is not to like?
Most Probable Clever Thing

